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February 12, 2013  
 
 
 
Mr. Steve Malloy, Principal Engineer  
Irvine Ranch Water District 
15600 Sand Canyon Avenue 
Irvine, CA  92618 
 
Re: Construction Phase Services – Proposed Scope of Work and Engineering Fee  
 MWRP Biosolids and Energy Recovery Facilities - Project 20847 (1617) 
 
Dear Mr. Malloy: 
 
The purpose of this letter is to propose our final scope of services and engineering fee 
(Proposal) associated with the construction phase services for the MWRP Biosolids and 
Energy Recovery Facilities project (Biosolids Project).   Our original Proposal included a 
total engineering fee of $12,592,229 (see attached cover letter dated November 13, 2013).   
Since our original Proposal to IRWD, we have made the following changes to our scope and 
fee for construction phase services: 

• Revised Asset Management Task – This task was revised to reflect a reduced scope of 
work and level of effort for Black & Veatch, with additional effort provided by IRWD 
staff to gather asset management data for the biosolids facilities.  This change 
reduced our proposed engineering fee by $528,198. 

• Revised Air Quality Permit Support Task – At the request of IRWD, Black & Veatch 
has added support services to assist IRWD in preparing all documentation required 
by South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) for obtaining a Permit-to-
Operate upon completion of the biosolids and energy recovery facilities.  This change 
increased our proposed engineering fee by $25,000. 

• New Edison “Savings by Design” Grant Application Support Task – As requested by 
IRWD, Black & Veatch has added a new task to assist the District in preparing grant 
applications to Southern California Edison (SCE) for their “Savings by Design” grant 
program.  This change increased our proposed engineering fee by $40,000. 

• New Control System Software Configuration and Programming Services – IRWD 
requested that Black & Veatch include a sub-consultant contract with EI&C 
Engineering, Inc. for these services.  This new sub-consultant agreement increased 
our proposed engineering fee by $380,000. 

The overall change in our proposed engineering fee due to the revisions noted above is a fee 
reduction of $83,198, and our revised total proposed fee for this project is $12,509,031.  The 
new proposed scope of services is attached for your review and comments.  Our revised 
scope of services includes a more detailed breakdown of our engineering fee by task on Page 
40. 
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Thank you for considering our revised Proposal.  Please let us know if you have any 
questions or need additional information. 

 
Very truly yours,   

BLACK & VEATCH  
 
 
 
James H. Clark, P.E. 
Senior Vice President/Project Manager 
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Proposed Scope of Work 

I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
IRWD’s mission is to “provide reliable, high quality water and sewer service in an efficient, cost 
effective manner and environmentally sensitive way that provides a high level of customer 
satisfaction.”  Consistent with this mission, IRWD is expanding the MWRP to a nominal 
capacity of 28 mgd, and ultimately, may expand the plant’s capacity to 33 mgd. 
 
Since 1988, all residuals from the MWRP have been conveyed to the Orange County Sanitation 
District (OCSD) for processing, reuse, and disposal.  During 2009, IRWD evaluated alternative 
solids handling strategies.  The resulting System-Wide Biosolids Management Alternatives 
Report (HDR 2009) concluded that it would be cost effective for IRWD to implement solids 
handling at the MWRP rather than continuing to transfer sludge to OCSD. 
 
On November 2, 2009, IRWD’s Board of Directors decided to implement solids handling 
facilities at MWRP.  This decision was made in consideration of economic factors as well as 
non-economic factors including long-term viability, technology, environmental stewardship, 
community impacts, implementability, and IRWD autonomy.  The biosolids management 
program approved by the Board consists of thickening, anaerobic digestion (acid phase followed 
by methane phase), dewatering, drying/pelletizing, energy generation using microturbines, and 
use of pellets as a fertilizer or e-fuel.  Based on this decision, IRWD notified OCSD that it will 
cease conveying MWRP residuals to the OCSD system by 2016. 
 
On July 27, 2010, IRWD entered into an agreement with Black & Veatch Corporation to perform 
the detailed design of the new biosolids and energy recovery facilities.  This project is designated 
as the MWRP Biosoldis & Energy Recovery Facilities project (Project).  These detailed design 
services are now complete by Black & Veatch and the project is in the bidding phase.  Bids were 
submitted on January 31, 2013 by pre-qualified contractors. Award of the construction contract 
with the General Contractor is currently anticipated in March or April 2013.  Bidding phase 
services will be complete at that time and the purpose of this scope of work is to delineate the 
scope of work required for the construction phase of the project.  Following is a summary list of 
the bidding documents prepared by Black & Veatch for this project. 
 

 Volume 1 – Bidding Requirements and Construction Documents 
 Volume 2 – Technical Specifications 

o Volume 2A:  Division 1 through Division 10 
o Volume 2B:  Division 11 through Division 12 
o Volume 2C:  Division 13 through Division 15 
o Volume 2D:  Division 16 through Division 17 
o Volume 2E:  Division 17 - Section 17335 Appendix 

 Volume 3 – Construction Plans 
o Volume 3A:  General, Civil, Architectural, and Structural Drawings 
o Volume 3B:  Mechanical Process, HVAC, and Plumbing Drawings 
o Volume 3C:  Electrical Drawings 
o Volume 3D:  Electrical Drawings 

D - 8
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o Volume 3E:  Instrumentation Drawings 
 Volume 4 – Sole Source Equipment Quotation Packages 
 Volume 5 – Heat Dryer Procurement Contract 

o Volume 5A:  Heat Dryer Procurement Documents 
o Volume 5B:  Heat Dryer Shop Drawings (Documents) 
o Volume 5C:  Heat Dryer Shop Drawings (Drawings) 

 Volume 6 – Geotechnical Baseline Report (GBR) & Other Geotechnical Reports 
 
There is an ongoing project at the MWRP to expand the plant capacity to 28 mgd, designated as 
the MWRP Phase 2 Expansion.  Final completion for this project by J.R. Filanc Construction 
Company, Inc. is currently anticipated in April 2013. 
 
A. Description of MWRP Biosolids & Energy Recovery Facilities Project Elements 

 
Major components of the MWRP Biosolids & Energy Recovery Facilities project are listed 
below and are fully covered in the bidding documents referenced above. The project generally 
consists of the following: 

 
1. Trenching Safety Measures, Sheeting, Shoring and Bracing. Work includes all 

planning and design to construct and place into operation all temporary sheeting and 
shoring, and removal and disposal of sheeting and shoring as required under the 
provisions of any permits, and in accordance with the requirements of OSHA and the 
Construction Safety Orders of the State of California, pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 6707 of the California Labor Code. 

 
2. Mobilization. Work includes construction of office trailers, temporary sheds, 

temporary utilities, temporary facilities and all preparatory work necessary to the 
commencement of productive work at the site required under this contract. 

 
3. Demobilization.  Work includes decommissioning of office trailers, temporary sheds, 

temporary utilities, and all other temporary facilities required under this contract. 
 
4. Preliminary Grading and Remedial Soil Work for Piles. Work includes preliminary 

grading, excavation, and remedial soil work on the site so that pile driving activities can 
take place. 

 
5. Pile Driving Activities. Work includes production and installation of piles as 

established in the drawings and specifications. 
 
6. Pavement, Grading and Access Roads. Work includes final site paving and grading 

as shown on the Drawings. The work under this item shall be inclusive of hauling, 
placement and compaction of aggregate base and AC associated with the roadway 
improvements.  It also includes a temporary access road to the north side of the existing 
Operations Building for the laboratory. 
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7. Primary Sludge, and Waste Activated Sludge (WAS) and Spare Sludge Pipelines.  
Extend the primary sludge, WAS, and spare sludge pipelines from the southwest corner 
of the MWRP Biosolids and Energy Recovery Facilities site to the feed wetwells for 
the thickening centrifuges.   

 
8. Primary Scum Pipeline.  Extend the primary scum line from the southwest corner of 

the Biosolids Complex to the Acid Digesters.   
 
9. Centrate Pipelines.  Collect return flows from the thickening process, the dryer, and 

the dewatering centrate treatment facilities.  Route these flows to a connection with the 
previously installed centrate return pipeline at the southwest corner of the Biosolids 
Complex site. 

 
10. Area 20 – Solids Handling Building.  Work in this area includes all structural, 

architectural, mechanical piping and equipment, protective coatings, plumbing, HVAC, 
and electrical and instrumentation to construct and place into operation the Solids 
Handling building as shown in the Drawings.  The work in this area also includes 
assigned procurement contract for the sludge drying equipment.   Facilities in this area 
include but are not limited to the following: 

 
a. Sludge Pumping, Storage, and Screening work includes pumping of primary 

sludge, scum and WAS; storing and mixing of these sludges and scums and 
screening of these sludges and scum through strain press equipment.   

 
b. Thickening Facilities consisting of multiple wetwells, grinders, thickening 

centrifuge feed pumps, centrifuges, thickened sludge hoppers, digester feed 
pumps and associated equipment, piping, meters, and controls.   

 
c. Dewatering Facilities consisting of grinders, dewatering centrifuge feed pumps, 

centrifuges, classifying and collection conveyors, multiple cake bins with live 
bottoms, dewatered sludge cake pumps and associated equipment, piping, meters, 
and controls.   

 
d. Polymer Transfer, Blending, Aging, and Feed Systems consisting of two 

separate polymer systems for the thickening and dewatering processes.  Each 
system includes neat polymer storage and transfer facilities, blending equipment, 
mixing and aging facilities, and feed pumps.   

 
e. Dryer Facilities consisting of direct-heat, triple-pass, rotary drum dryer system 

including all ancillary facilities and air scrubbing systems.  The equipment 
associated with this area is part of an assigned heat dryer procurement contract. 

 
f. Recycle Treatment Equipment consisting of a sequencing batch reactor based 

(SBR) centrate treatment system including blowers, pumps, and control systems 
for the two SBR based treatment/equalization tanks.       
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g. Truck Loading Bays consisting of two indoor truck loading bays that include 1a) 
a dewatered sludge cake storage silo and load-out equipment; 1b) two pelletized 
dried  sludge silos (part of heat dryer procurement package) and load-out 
equipment; 2)  a dewatered sludge cake receiving area with below-grade storage 
bins and dewatered sludge cake pumps. 

 
h. Electrical Room consisting of an Electrical Room to house switchgear, motor 

control centers (MCCs), variable frequency devices (VFDs), programmable logic 
controllers, and other electrical equipment.   

 
i. Control Room to house SCADA and control equipment.  This room will be 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant. 
 
j. Server Room, a separate room to house servers.  
 
k. Process Analysis Room to allow process testing for the solids handling 

processes.  The room will be ADA compliant. 
 
l. Break Room the break room will be ADA compliant and will include 

furnishings. 
 
m. Restrooms consisting of men’s and women’s restrooms, including shower stalls.  

The restrooms will be ADA compliant. 
 
n. Storage Rooms two separate storage rooms for the storage of spare parts, tools 

and other equipment.    
 
o. Cargo Elevator and associated elevator mechanical room.   
 
p. Stairs and Entryway the entry way and lobby will be ADA compliant. 
 
q. Hoisting Facilities consisting of bridge cranes over the centrifuge and dryer 

equipment. 
 
r. Digested Sludge Screening consisting of a digested sludge “strainpress” to 

screen digested sludge upstream of the dewatering centrifuges.   
 

11. Area 80 – FOG Receiving Station.  Work in this area includes all structural, 
mechanical piping and equipment, protective coatings, plumbing, and electrical and 
instrumentation to construct and place into operation the FOG Receiving Station as 
shown in the Drawings.  The facility includes the receiving station and transfer pumps.  

 
12. Area 31 – Acid Digesters.  Work in this area includes all structural, mechanical piping 

and equipment, protective coatings, plumbing, and electrical and instrumentation to 
construct and place into operation the Acid Digesters as shown in the Drawings. The 
facility includes three acid digesters equipped with vertical mixers, acid sludge transfer 
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pumps, recirculation pumps and heat exchangers, sludge piping systems, gas piping 
systems, safety equipment, access stairs, and platforms. 

 
13. Area 32 – Methane Digesters.  Work in this area includes all structural, architectural, 

mechanical piping and equipment, protective coatings, plumbing, and electrical and 
instrumentation to construct and place into operation the Methane Digesters as shown 
in the Drawings. The three egg shaped methane digesters each include draft tube type 
mixers, digested sludge transfer pumps, recirculation pumps and heat exchangers, 
sludge piping systems, gas piping systems, and related gas safety equipment. 

 
14. Area 33 – Digested Sludge Holding Tanks. Work in this area includes all structural, 

architectural, mechanical piping and equipment, protective coatings, plumbing, and 
electrical and instrumentation to construct and place into operation the Digested Sludge 
Holding Tanks as shown in the Drawings. The two digested sludge holding tanks each 
include propeller-type vertical mixers, sludge piping systems, gas piping systems, 
safety equipment, access stairs, and platforms. 

 
15. Area 71 – Liquid Chemical Storage and Feed.  Work in this area includes all 

structural, architectural, mechanical piping and equipment, protective coatings, 
plumbing, and electrical and instrumentation to construct and place into operation the 
Liquid Chemical Storage and Feed facility as shown in the Drawings. Chemical 
storage, feed and containment facilities are for the chemicals listed below.  

    
a. Ferric Chloride  

 
b. Sodium Hypochlorite  

 
c. Sulfuric Acid  

 
d. Sodium Hydroxide   

 
e. Struvite scale inhibition chemical 

 
f. Liquid Nitrogen  

 
16.  Area 70 – Polymer Storage and Feed.  Work in this area includes all structural, 

architectural, mechanical piping and equipment, protective coatings, plumbing, HVAC, 
and electrical and instrumentation to construct and place into operation the Polymer 
Storage and Feed facility as shown in the Drawings.  

 
17. Area 44 – Gas Handling, Storage, and Treatment. Work in this area includes all 

structural, mechanical piping and equipment, protective coatings, plumbing, and 
electrical and instrumentation to construct and place into operation the Gas Handling, 
Storage, and Treatment facility as shown in the Drawings. The facility includes a gas 
flare, a low-pressure gas holder, and a digester gas conditioning system.  These 
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facilities will be furnished as part of a combined Area 43 and 44 System by an Energy 
System Supplier (ESS). 

 
18. Area 43 – Microturbine.   Work in this area includes all structural, mechanical piping 

and equipment, protective coatings, plumbing, and electrical and instrumentation to 
construct and place into operation the Microturbine as shown in the Drawings.  These 
facilities will be furnished as part of a combined Area 43 and 44 System by an Energy 
System Supplier (ESS). 

 
19. Area 34 – Digester Control Building and Heating System.  Work in this area 

includes all structural, architectural, mechanical piping and equipment, protective 
coatings, plumbing, HVAC, and electrical and instrumentation to construct and place 
into operation the Digester Control Building and Heating System as shown in the 
Drawings. The building consists of multiple rooms, including but not limited to a boiler 
room, electrical room, gas room, and an elevator.  The heating system consists of dual-
fuel boilers, pumps, pipes, controls, and water treatment facilities.    

 
20. Area 60 – Odor Control.  Work in this area includes all structural, mechanical piping 

and equipment, protective coatings, plumbing, and electrical and instrumentation to 
construct and place into operation the Odor Control facility as shown in the Drawings. 
The facility consists of a three-stage wet scrubber system.     

 
21. General/Civil/Landscaping/Stormwater Control. This Work includes all 

below/above-grade piping and utilities, excavation and construction of all process 
piping, chemical, and utility yard piping; grading; paving; landscaping; roadways, 
walkways; other miscellaneous site features or structures; and site maintenance.  The 
Work also includes structural, mechanical piping and equipment, protective coatings, 
electrical and instrumentation to construct and place into a stormwater collection and 
pumping facility. 

 
22. Electrical.  The Work includes power supply, lighting, and electrical facilities.     
 
23. Instrumentation and Control.  The work includes instrumentation and control, 

including hardware, software, fiber optic cabling, and related facilities.    
 

B. Early Occupancy Milestone Dates 
 

The Contractor’s work will be completed in a series of early occupancy milestones as noted 
below: 
 

1.  Early Occupancy Milestone 1: WAS and Primary Sludge Processing Facilities. 
Complete all facilities necessary to process waste activated sludge (WAS) and primary 
sludge from the existing liquid treatment facilities at the Michelson Water Recycling 
Plant (MWRP) through the new biosolids processing facilities through the thickening 
centrifuge feed pumps and grinders (but not the thickening centrifuges), including, but 
not limited to the following: 
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a.  WAS and primary sludge pumping facilities 
 
b.  Sludge screening equipment 
 
c. Sludge wetwells and mixers 
 
d.  Thickening centrifuge feed pumps and grinders 
 
e.  Odor control system 
 
f.  Liquid chemical storage and feed facilities 
 
g.  All electrical, instrumentation, controls, plumbing, building systems, and other 

facilities necessary to operate the WAS and Primary Sludge Processing Facilities. 
 
h.  During this early occupancy period, WAS and primary sludge will be pumped 

through the thickened sludge pumps to OCSD force main for disposal. 
 

2.  Early Occupancy Milestone 2: Sludge Thickening Facilities. While continuing to 
operate facilities associated with Early Occupancy Milestone 1, begin operation of the 
facilities necessary to thicken both WAS and primary sludge, including, but not limited 
to: 

 
a.  Thickening centrifuges. 
 
b.  Thickening polymer storage and feed system. 
 
c.  Thickened sludge wetwells and mixers. 
 
d.  Digester feed pumps. 
 
e.  All electrical, instrumentation, controls, plumbing, building systems, and other 

facilities necessary to operate the Sludge Thickening Facilities. 
 
f.  During this early occupancy period, thickened WAS and primary sludge will be 

pumped through the digester feed pumps to OCSD force main for disposal. 
 

3.  Early Occupancy Milestone 3: FOG Receiving Station: While continuing to operate 
facilities associated with Early Occupancy Milestones 1 and 2, begin the operation of 
facilities necessary to receive FOG and inject it into the anaerobic digesters, including, 
but not limited to: 

 
a.  FOG receiving station. 
 
b.  Digested sludge recirculation pumps operating on water. 
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c.  All electrical, instrumentation, controls, and plumbing systems, and other 
facilities necessary to operate the FOG Receiving Station. 

 
d.  FOG and/or liquid food waste will not be fed to the digesters at this time. 

However, these facilities will allow seeding of the digesters during the start-up of 
Early Occupancy Milestone 4 facilities. 

 
4.  Early Occupancy Milestone 4: Anaerobic Digestion Facilities: While continuing to 

operate facilities associated with Early Occupancy Milestones 1, 2, and 3, begin 
operating the anaerobic digester facilities, including, but not limited to: 

 
a.  Acid phase anaerobic digesters and mixers. 
 
b.  Acid phase digester gas boosters. 
 
c.  Methane phase anaerobic digesters and mixers. 
 
d.  Digester gas holder, H2S removal system, gas boosters, and flare (flare digester 

gas for this duration). 
 
e.  Sludge heating facilities (boilers, pumps, and heat exchangers). 
 
f.  Hot water recirculation pumping. 
 
g.  Digested sludge holding tanks. 
 
h.  Dewatering centrifuge feed pumps and grinders. 
 
i.  All electrical, instrumentation, controls, plumbing, and building systems, and 

other facilities necessary to operate the Anaerobic Digestion Facilities. 
 
j.  During this early occupancy period, digested sludge will be pumped through the 

dewatering feed pumps to OCSD force main for disposal. 
 

5.  Early Occupancy Milestone 5: All Class B Biosolids Facilities: While continuing to 
operate facilities associated with Early Occupancy Milestones 1, 2, 3, and 4, begin 
operating the Class B Biosoldis Facilities, including, but not limited to: 

 
a.  Dewatering centrifuges. 
 
b.  Dewatering polymer storage and feed system. 
 
c.  Partial cake handling system. 
 
d.  Cake load-out silo. 
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e.  Cake load-out station. 
 
f.  Centrate treatment facilities. 
 
g.  All electrical, instrumentation, controls, plumbing, and building systems, and 

other facilities necessary to operate the Class B Biosolids Facilities. 
 
h.  During this early occupancy period, sludge will no longer be discharged to the 

OCSD force main for disposal and dewatered cake will be hauled to a landfill or 
land application. 

 
6.  Early Occupancy Milestone 6: Microturbine Power Generation: While continuing to 

operate facilities associated with Early Occupancy Milestones 1 through 5, begin 
operating the Microturbine Power Generation facilities, including, but not limited to: 

 
a.  Microturbine gas treatment facilities and compressors. 
 
b.  Digester gas & natural gas blending station. 
 
c.  Microturbines. 
 
d.  Microturbine waste heat recovery facilities. 
 
e.  All electrical, instrumentation, controls, and plumbing systems, and other 

facilities necessary to operate the Microturbine Power Generation facilities. 
 
f.  During this early occupancy period, sludge cake will continue to be hauled to a 

landfill or land application and digester gas will be utilized by microturbines for 
power generation. 

 
7.  Early Occupancy Milestone 7: Class A Biosolids Facilities and All Other Work: 

While continuing to operate facilities associated with Early Occupancy Milestones 1 
through 6, begin operating the Class A Biosolids Facilities and All Other Work, 
including, but not limited to: 

 
a.  Remaining cake handling facilities. 
 
b.  All Andritz heat dryer facilities. 
 
c.  Pellet loading station. 
 
d.  Truck scale. 
 
e.  Cake receiving facilities. 
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f.  All electrical, instrumentation, controls, plumbing, and building systems, and 
other facilities necessary to operate the Class A Biosolids Facilities and All Other 
Work. 

 
g.  During this early occupancy period, sludge cake will no longer be hauled to a 

landfill or land application, digester gas will be utilized by microturbines for 
power generation, and pellets will be hauled to a designated site. 

 
C. Construction Contract Time Requirements  

 
Early occupancy for portions of the Work shall be completed by the Contractor in accordance 
with the Contract Time requirements in Article 2.2 of the Agreement, as set forth below: 
 

Early Occupancy Milestones     Substantial 
Completion 
 

Milestone 1:   WAS and Primary Sludge Processing Facilities   798 calendar days 
Milestone 2:   Sludge Thickening Facilities   843 calendar days 
Milestone 3:   FOG Receiving Station   873 calendar days 
Milestone 4:   Anaerobic Digestion Facilities   993 calendar days 
Milestone 5:   All Class B Biosolids Facilities 1,038 calendar days 
Milestone 6:   Microturbine Power Generation 1,158 calendar days 
Milestone 7:  Class A Biosolids Facilities and all other work 1,218 calendar days 

 
All construction Work for this project shall be finally complete by the Contractor within 1,278 
calendar days (42 months) from the date of the Notice of Award by IRWD. 
 
There is one pre-purchased equipment package for this project:  the Heat Dryer System, IRWD 
Project 20847, IRWD Code 5553, dated August 2011.  This contract will be assigned to the 
General Contractor once the construction contract is awarded. 
 
There will be a separate contract for the landscaping and irrigation facilities and this work will be 
completed after completion of the Biosolids & Energy Recovery Facilities project by a separate 
Contractor. 
 
D. Existing Sub‐Surface Conditions 
 
The existing subsurface conditions at the MWRP site are challenging and are documented in 
Volume 6 of the bidding documents. 
 
E. IRWD Design and Construction Requirements 
 
IRWD has developed guidelines and standards for many of the design and construction process.  
All work performed on this project must conform to these requirements, where applicable: 
 

 IRWD Design Process Manual 
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 IRWD Project Manual 
 IRWD Construction Manual 
 IRWD Drafting Standards 
 IRWD Electrical and Instrumentation and Control (I&C) Design Standards 

 
F. Environmental Impact Report 
 
A Supplemental Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was prepared by IRWD using an 
independent consultant (ESA) and has been published in October 2012.  IRWD has obtained 
CEQA clearance for the MWRP Biosoldis & Energy Recovery Facilities project to begin the 
construction phase. 
 
G. City of Irvine Conditional Use Permit 
 
IRWD has obtained a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) from the City for Irvine for this project. 
 
H. Air Quality Permit 
 
IRWD has prepared and submitted an application for a Permit-to-Construct with the South Coast 
Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) using the services of Environ as an independent 
consultant.  IRWD anticipates approval by February 2012.  IRWD and Environ are responsible 
for the SCAQMD Permit to Operate for this project.  The Engineer will provide support to 
IRWD and Environ as noted under Task 5 – Training, Commissioning, and Start-Up Services. 
 
I. Other Permits 
 
The following additional permits are the responsibility of IRWD: 
 

a. Revised California Regional Water Quality Control Board (CRWQCB) NPDES permit. 
 

b. California Regional Water Quality Control Board SWPPP update. 
 

c. California Department of Public Health Title 22 Engineering Report Update.  
 

d. Orange County Fire Authority (fire master plan and chemical classification updates). 
 
The Contractor is responsible for all Construction permits noted in the Bidding Documents.  The 
Engineer is not responsible for obtaining any permits. 
 
II. SCOPE OF WORK 

 

A. Task 1 – Construction Phase Project Management 
 
The Engineer shall conduct project management activities to ensure adherence to Engineer’s 
schedule and budget; to promote efficient communication between the Engineer, IRWD, and 
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others as required; and to implement an effective quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) 
program. 
 
1. Project Guide.   

Develop internal project management document (Project Guide) for construction phase 
services to establish and document key project information including: 

- Organization chart for key personnel involved in project execution 

- Current contact information for all team members (including IRWD and consultant team 
staff) and relevant agencies 

- Scope of services provided by consultant 

- Project schedule  

- Detailed staff work plan and budget  

- List of deliverables 

- Project communication protocol 

- Documentation management system 

- QA/QC Plan  

- Project administration requirements 

- Health and safety procedures/guidance for consultant personnel 

Maintain internal Project Guide, distribute and update to project team as activities dictate. 
 

2. Team Management and Project Control. 

- Organize, administer and supervise the work of consultant team members. 

- Prepare and maintain work plan and schedule for Engineer’s services. 

- Monitor scope and budget on a weekly basis and review with key team members as 
necessary. 

- Hold internal team meetings to discuss progress and performance, and other project 
needs. 

- Hold conference calls with IRWD staff as necessary to address and resolve project 
issues. 

 
3. Progress Reports and Invoices.  Prepare weekly and monthly status reports.  Each weekly 

status report should consist of a brief (one or two paragraphs) e-mail notice.  The monthly 
status reports should provide more detail, summarizing the work completed and reviewing 
work status relative to budget and schedule.  Update the project schedule on a monthly basis 
for inclusion in the status report. 

 
 Submit one monthly progress payment request for all work accomplished during the previous 

month in a format acceptable to IRWD’s Project Manager.  Include supporting documents 
(e.g., sub-consultant invoices) with each payment request. 
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4. Meetings and Workshops.  Meeting requirements for the Construction Phase are outlined in 
Tasks 2 through 6.  Budget for these meetings should be included in the Engineer’s proposed 
fee for Tasks 3 through 6. 

 
5. Quality Assurance/Quality Control.   Implement proven QA/QC measures throughout the 

project.  Describe the QA/QC plan in the Project Guide, including a comprehensive QA/QC 
schedule. Conduct internal audits of the project to confirm compliance with scope and the 
QA/QC plan. 

 
B.  Task 2 – Construction Administration Support Services  
 
IRWD will act as the overall Construction Manager (CM) for this project and will be the point of 
contact with the Contractor.  The construction support team will be a mixture of IRWD and 
Engineer staff.  IRWD will provide on-site field engineers, inspectors and an on-site 
administrative assistant.  The Engineer will provide additional office and field personnel to 
supplement IRWD staff, as described in Tasks 2 through 6. 
 
1. Submittal Reviews. 

- Prepare a list of submittals required by the contract.  

- Review and comment on contractor's submittals, including vendor tests, certifications, 
samples and reports. Provide review comments in a timely manner, including expedited 
reviews for time sensitive submittals. Reviews shall be performed and signed by the 
Engineer that designed the project or acceptable substitute, as defined in IRWD’s 
Design Guidelines.  Task includes effort for re-submittals.   

- The estimated level of effort and fee is based on 1,000 submittals and 200 re-submittals.  
The complexity of submittals will range from simple to complex. 

 
2. Requests for Information (RFIs). 

- Review requests for information (RFIs) and provide response options and 
recommendations in a timely manner, including expedited reviews for time sensitive 
RFIs. Prepare design clarifications such as drawings, specifications and memos as 
required to clarify design intent. 

- The estimated level of effort and fee is based on 1,200 RFIs.   
 

3. Meetings / Technical Site Visits. 

The Engineer’s Onsite Design Team Representative will prepare for and attend the following 
meetings: 

- Kick-off and Partnering Meetings:  One kick-off construction meeting and two 
partnering meetings. 

- Weekly Construction Meetings:  IRWD will provide meeting minutes.   

- Internal/External Engineer/IRWD Team Meetings:  The Engineer’s project manager will 
conduct 42 monthly team meetings with the construction support services team and 
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IRWD staff to facilitate current and anticipated workloads, schedule upcoming 
resources, and discuss and resolve project concerns. IRWD will provide meeting 
minutes.   

- Technical/Special Meetings:  At the request of IRWD to provide an engineering 
evaluation of the work in progress and advise IRWD of any appropriate comments 
and/or concerns. IRWD will provide meeting minutes.   

- Technical Site Visits:  Prepare for, attend, and document site visits at the request of 
IRWD to review/address field issues.  The task assumes that the senior engineer 
responsible for the specific design element will also attend the site visit, where 
appropriate, evaluate the issues and advise IRWD of appropriate actions. Engineer will 
provide meeting minutes. 

 
4. Schedule Review. 

- Review and provide comments on the construction schedules for the construction 
contract. 

- Assist in monitoring the contractors’ actual progress relative to their planned 
construction schedules through monthly updates of the CPM schedules provided by the 
contractors.  The Engineer shall use Primavera software to review the contractor’s 
schedules. 

- Identify and summarize schedule impacts associated with claims or changes in the work. 

- Prepare a monthly schedule analysis report to provide a comparison of scheduled versus 
actual construction activities, a description of schedule changes since the previous 
report, new or continuing dependencies, and corrective action undertaken by the 
contractors. 

 
5. Structural Observations. 

Provide structural observations of essential facilities as required by the 2007 California 
Building Code (CBC), Section 1709 for Category IV structures.  The scope includes a site 
visit and written report for the following structural observations: 

- Acid Digesters: Foundation, wall, column, and elevated slab reinforcing (Total of 6 site 
visits) 

- Methane Digesters and Digested Sludge Holding Tank: Foundation, wall, column, and 
elevated slab reinforcing (Total of 8 site visits) 

- Solids Handling Building: Foundation, wall, column, and elevated slab reinforcing 
(Total of 8 site visits) 

- Solids Handling Building:  Steel framing (Total of 6 visits) 

- Digester Control Building: Foundation, wall, column, and elevated slab reinforcing 
(Total of 5 site visits) 

- Centrate Equalization and Treatment Tanks: Foundation, wall, and elevated slab 
reinforcing (Total of 6 site visits) 
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- Chemical Storage Foundation/Containment Area: Foundation and wall reinforcing 
(Total of 4 site visits)  

- Odor Control Foundation/Containment Area: Foundation and wall (Total of 2 site visits) 

- Biogas Treatment and Fuel Cell Foundations and Slabs: Foundation and wall reinforcing 
(Total of 2 site visits) 

 
6. Proposed Contractor Change Orders. 

- Prepare or respond to change requests (CR) and proposed change orders (PCO) for 
design changes, including design calculations, drawings, justification, and cost opinion. 
Assist IRWD in reviewing proposed change orders for conformance with design intent 
and verification of proposed cost. 

- The estimated level of effort and fee is based on 100 PCOs and supporting 
documentation. 

 
7. Claims Avoidance and Dispute Resolution Assistance. 

- Assist IRWD in claims avoidance and dispute resolution. Provide minutes and 
recommendations. 

- The estimated level of effort and fee is based on a labor allocation of 100 PM/Senior 
Engineering hours, 120 engineering support hours, and 40 administration hours. 

 
8. Final Walk-Through. 

- Participate in scheduled final walkthroughs of the project with representatives of IRWD 
and the contractor to identify items for incorporation into the final punch list.  All 
process areas will require one walkthrough at an intermediate completion milestone, and 
one at the final completion milestone.  The estimated level of effort and fee is based on a 
labor allocation of 16 hours for each walkthrough. 

 
C.  Task 3 – Construction Field Support Services 
 
As described previously, IRWD anticipates that the construction support team will be a mixture 
of IRWD and Engineer staff.  This task identifies requirements field support services. 
 
1. Project Set-Up and Document Control. 

- Assist IRWD with setting up the required project administrative, accounting and 
management systems for the field office. 

- Provide and maintain the document control system used on the construction projects.  
The Engineer will provide Primavera “Construction Manager” software for this purpose. 

- The Engineer’s Onsite Design Team Representative and IRWD’s administrative staff 
will jointly maintain control of all documents, such as shop drawing submittals, RFIs, 
change requests, change orders, schedules, contract documents, meeting minutes and 
agenda, correspondence, daily construction reports, monthly reports, and other 
construction related materials.   
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2. On-Site Design Team Representative. 

- Provide the services of an Onsite Design Team Representative to be the single point of 
contact in the field for daily project correspondence, RFIs, and submittal processing.  
This individual will monitor daily project issues as transmitted from IRWD, attend 
weekly construction meetings, receive project correspondence and distribute to the 
design team as necessary, and review correspondence being sent back to IRWD.  The 
level of effort is based on 40 hours per week for the entire duration of the construction 
work (Contractors Final Completion). 

 
3. Field Support Meetings. 

The Engineer’s Onsite Design Team Representative will prepare for and attend the following 
meetings: 

- Weekly Construction Meetings:  Establish internal notes from the weekly construction 
meetings.  Attendance by other design team members is covered under Task 2.   

- Internal IRWD/Engineer Meetings:  Internal coordination meetings requested by IRWD 
to discuss project related issues in preparation for meetings with the Contractor.  
Attendance by other design team members is covered under Task 2.   

- Technical Meetings:  Document technical related meetings and/or regulatory agency 
meetings during the construction phase services as established by IRWD.  Attendance 
by other design team members is covered under Task 2.   

- Process Control System Meetings:  Document PCS meetings established by IRWD, 
Contractor, and System Integrator.  Attendance by other design team members is 
covered elsewhere under Task 2.   

 
4. Field Level Coordination with the Contractor. 

- The Engineer’s On-Site Design Team Representative will provide direct communication 
between the design team and contractor to efficiently resolve field related issues in a 
timely fashion in an effort to avoid construction schedule impacts.   

 
5. Field Level Coordination with IRWD. 

- The Engineer’s On-Site Design Team Representative will provide daily communications 
between the design team and the District, to coordinate field issues and daily 
construction activities.   

 
6. Field Coordination with the Design Team. 

- The Engineer’s On-Site Design Team Representative will establish and relay field 
questions/issues to the design team.  Includes miscellaneous conference calls with 
various engineering disciplines to efficiently address questions raised in the field related 
to the bid documents.   

- The Engineer’s On-Site Design Team Representative will evaluate the issues and 
resolution with the respective engineering disciplines and verbally relay the proposed 
solutions to IRWD.   
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7. RFI Logging. 

- The Engineer’s On-Site Design Team Representative will receive all incoming RFIs, log 
and distribute to the appropriate reviewers.   

- The Engineer’s On-Site Design Team Representative will collect responses to RFI, log 
responses and forward to the document control staff.   
 

8. Submittal Logging. 

- The Engineer’s On-Site Design Team Representative will receive each incoming 
submittal, log and distribute to the appropriate reviewers.   

- The Engineer’s On-Site Design Team Representative will track status and coordinate 
and log the submittal responses and forward to the document control staff.   
 

9. Electrical Inspections.  

The Engineer will provide an Electrical Inspector to supplement IRWD staff for all electrical 
equipment installation.  Duties  will also include  witnessing  of  any   on  site   testing   of  
electrical  equipment  and  systems,  oversight  of the setting of major equipment distribution 
equipment,  participation in the startup of  major  process  and  electrical  equipment  and  
onsite  response  to  Contractor questions.  These services include witnessing/oversight of the 
following: 

a. Cable testing 

b. Conduit arrangement within duct banks prior to concrete pour 

c. Long underground cable pulls 

d. Setting of medium-voltage and low-voltage switchgear 

e. Startup of major process equipment, such as the centrifuges and the Andritz dryer 
system 

f. Startup of AFD driven process equipment 

g. Startup of the microturbines and generators 

h. Startup of medium-voltage and low-voltage switchgear 

i. Connection of microturbine power to Transformer T4 (aeration blowers) 

j. Coordination of work with Southern California Edison (SCE) representatives. 
 

The level of effort is based on a full-time field inspector (40 hours per week) and a total 
duration of 24 months for electrical equipment installation work for these project 
components.  Should the construction schedule be extended, or require overtime (over 40 
hours per week), a contract amendment will be implemented to extend the electrical 
inspection services. 
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10. Instrumentation and Control Inspection Services. 

The Engineer will provide an Instrumentation and Control (I&C) Inspector to observe and 
coordinate the Contractor’s work related to I&C and SCADA System installation as 
described below. 

- The I&C Inspector will conduct I&C weekly coordination meetings with Contractor, 
electrical subcontractor, system integrator, and IRWD Construction Manager (CM) to 
discuss project progress and issues relative to coordination of I&C activities and issues.  
The coordination meetings will be the forum to discuss schedule, technical issues, 
configuration schedule, restrictions and limitations on equipment outages, and shop 
drawings and submittals relative to the project.  Submittal review work is already 
covered under Task 2.  The I&C Inspector will preside at the meeting and distribute 
meeting minutes.    

- The I&C Inspector will witness field acceptance test for (1) control loop checks,  (2) 
instrument calibrations, (3) instrument startup, and (4) control system/SCADA testing 
by the Contractor. The I&C Inspector will verify checkout, calibration and testing 
activities that are documented in writing by the Contractor, as required in the Contract 
Documents. The I&C Inspector will assist the system integrator (SCADA system 
programmer) with startup of SCADA system equipment by providing coordination 
between the Contractor and IRWD.  

- The I&C Inspector will perform site inspections once the Contractor has begun 
installation of the major I&C facilities.  The purpose of the site inspections will be to 
verify with the Contractor that equipment installation and manufacturer startup services 
have been provided prior to testing and startup from the PLC and SCADA systems. The 
Contractor is responsible for written documentation of all installation, testing and startup 
activities as required in the Contract Documents.   

- The I&C Inspector will provide on-site assistance to the City to witness field 
demonstration testing and to visit the site during the operation portion of site acceptance 
tests.  During the site acceptance tests, the Contractor will demonstrate the functionality 
of the PLC and SCADA systems as required in the Contract Documents. If the 
Contractor has significant deficiencies, the I&C Inspector will attend additional testing 
assistance as a supplemental service. 

- The I&C Inspector will witness the I&C factory tests listed below.   

a. Microturbines 

b. Standby Generator 

c. Single Stage Blowers 

d. Thickening Centrifuges 

e. Dewatering Centrifuges 

f. Plant Control System 

g. Digester Gas Boosters 

h. Waste Gas Burners 
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- The I&C Inspector will provide ongoing support to the commissioning team to perform 
final inspections, coordinate any programming changes required for individual treatment 
systems, and provide troubleshooting assistance to IRWD.  The commissioning effort is 
led by the Engineer and IRWD staff with support from the Contractor.   

   
After the Contractor has completed fiber optic, device network and control system 
communication testing, the I&C Inspector will verify that the control system equipment 
installation is consistent with the construction documents.  Networking and communications 
status will be observed from the Plant Control System graphic screens.  The I&C Inspector 
will prepare a statement of deficiency for the Contractor for any control system installation 
problems or communication errors.  If the Contractor’s work has significant deficiencies, the 
I&C Inspector can provide services to re-verify control system installation as a supplemental 
service. 
 
 After the Contractor has completed loop checks and verified that all equipment operates in 
the local manual mode, the Contractor will install the PLC programming and debug the PLC 
program.  PLC programming will be tested in manual and auto mode by the Contractor and 
observed by the I&C Inspector.  Contractor will demonstrate the functionality of the PLC and 
SCADA systems as required in the Contract Documents. If signals from field equipment or 
other PLCs are not available, the signals will be simulated by the Contractor as required to 
verify proper operation of the PLC algorithm. 
 
The I&C Inspector will assist the City in monitoring the Contractor’s progress of the work as 
well as any impacts to the Contractor programming and startup up activities. The I&C 
Inspector will notify the City of any issues that are identified that may have an impact on the 
Contractor’s programming and startup costs resulting from activities beyond the Contractor’s 
control.    
 
The budget for the I&C Inspector is based one full time staff person at 40 hours per week for 
a 24-month construction period.  Should the construction schedule be extended, or require 
overtime (over 40 hours per week), a contract amendment will be implemented to extend 
I&C inspection services. 
 

11. Control System Software Configuration and Programming Services. 

Engineer shall provide Process Control System support services in accordance with the scope 
of services given in Appendix C – EI&C Engineering, Inc. Proposal.  Services include 
technical oversight and coordination of the Contractor, System Integrator, and equipment 
vendors relative to their responsibilities given in Section 17330 of the technical 
specifications. 

 
12. Southern California Edison “Savings by Design” Grant Application Support. 

Engineer shall support the District in preparing grant applications to Southern California 
Edison (SCE) for their Savings by Design grant program.  IRWD has already filed a letter of 
interest with SCE, indicating the District’s interest to participate in the program and that 
IRWD will file four (4) separate applications for rebates based on project elements that 
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promote energy efficiency as designed in the Biosolids and Energy Recovery Facilities 
Project. 
 
B&V will participate in the following two meetings to review and select the recommended 
energy efficiency enhancements to include in the applications for the Savings by Design 
program. 

a. Review preliminary energy efficient enhancements to include in the applications and 
to discuss the requirements and approach for complying with the Savings by Design 
Program. 

b. Review and finalize the analysis the economic analysis to be included in the 
application for each energy efficiency element 

 
B&V will provide the economic analysis for each element in each Savings by Design 
application. The analysis will include calculations or comparisons showing energy savings or 
energy efficiency.   Calculations of the energy savings rebates will be calculated by B&V and 
will include backup information on energy reductions and savings.  All supporting 
documentation for the analysis will be provided to IRWD. 
 
Analysis will be provided for the four grant applications.  The preliminary potential energy 
savings elements for each application are given below: 
 
Application No. 1 
Building Feature: Solids Handling Building High Output light fixtures  
Large Energy Savings Item: Thickening Centrifuges and use of VFDs 

 
Application No. 2 
Building Feature: Solids Handling Building Lighting Control with Occupancy Sensors  
Large Energy Savings Item: Dewatering Centrifuges and use of VFDs  
 
Application No. 3 
Building Feature: Solids Handling Building Elevators  
Large Energy Savings Item: Centrate aeration blowers  
 
Application No. 4 
Building Feature: Solids Handling Building Roof Insulation  
Large Energy Savings Item: Egg Shaped Digesters  
 

13. Heat Dryer, Centrifuge, and Truck Loading Facilities Mechanical Engineering Services. 

The Engineer will provide a Field Engineer to assist inspection of mechanical equipment 
installation, piping, valves, and mechanical support systems associated with the (1) heat 
dryer, (2) centrifuges, and (3) truck loading and receiving facilities at the Solids Handling 
Building of the Biosolids Project.  The level of effort is based on four site visits of 3 man-
days of onsite assistance by a Senior Mechanical Engineer that was involved in the design of 
the project.  Should the District request additional mechanical engineering support services, a 
contract amendment will be implemented to extend these services. 
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D. Task 4 – Electronic O&M Manual  
 
The Engineer will prepare an Electronic O&M Manual for the project. The Electronic O&M 
Manual will include only processes and equipment installed under this project. 
 
1. Electronic O&M Manual Web Site Map Development. 

- Prepare a web site map to illustrate the Electronic O&M Manual for the equipment 
provided under the project. The web site map will: 

 Illustrate the Electronic O&M Manual structure and organization. 

 Show the level of detail for each unit process. 

 Explain how navigation (hyperlinks) between each section will be implemented. 

 Provide a guide to what additional reference information will be included in the 
Electronic O&M Manual including hyperlinks to equipment O&M manuals 
provided by equipment suppliers. 

- Develop the web site map in coordination with IRWD staff and specifically tailor it to 
meet requirements and needs of the facility staff.   

- Hold one 4 hour workshop with IRWD to define the content format and level of detail 
within each unit process.  

 
2. Electronic O&M Manual Content Preparation, Installation and Training. 

- Prepare the Electronic O&M Manual content as defined by the web site map and 
integrate the content into the Electronic O&M Manual. 

- Develop the Electronic O&M Manual as a web application that will function on IRWD’s 
Windows based server. The Electronic O&M Manual will be internally accessible via 
Internet Explorer and will not be accessible by the general public. Embed an online 
HTML text editor in the Electronic O&M Manual web pages to enable easy text editing 
without having to know HTML.  

- Specify hardware requirements to be provided by IRWD. 

- Prepare the O&M manual content in the format as described below for each unit process 
shown in the web site map:  

 Overview.  A short, concise description of each unit process identifying the 
purpose of the equipment within each system. Photographs of major equipment 
embedded in text. 

 Theory. A short, concise description of the theory behind each unit process 
illustrating the design intent. 

 Process Flow Schematics.  A copy of the HMI graphic screen, provided by IRWD, 
illustrating the process with hyperlinks to equipment components. 

 Figures. Simplified figures from the contract drawings or BIM model converted to 
PDF file format.  
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 Design Criteria.  Tabular listing of unit process sizes, loadings, and other design 
criteria.  

 Equipment Manuals.  Hyperlinks to equipment manuals provided by equipment 
vendors in PDF file format.  

 Controls.  Functional descriptions prepared by PLC/SCADA programmer.  

 System Procedures.  A list of duties to be performed by operators when making 
daily process checks.  

 Troubleshooting.  A list of process alarms showing possible causes and suggested 
responses.  

 Safety. Hyperlinks to IRWD’s Safety Policy and Energy Control Procedures on 
IRWD’s server for the new equipment.  

 Photos. Inclusion of up to 500 photographs. 

- Develop 2D and 3D figures, suitable for an O&M manual, from the conformed contract 
drawings and the project BIM model. The figures will be simplified from the contract 
drawings to illustrate information pertinent to the operator.  

- Provide IRWD access to the draft Electronic O&M Manual for review approximately 30 
days prior to startup of the affected portion of the plant.  

- Make draft Electronic O&M manual accessible to IRWD staff as portions of the plant 
are started up. 

- Deliver final Electronic O&M manual approximately 30 days following receipt of all as-
built drawings and equipment O&M manuals in Adobe PDF format. 

- Schedule a meeting with the plant staff and facilitate two one-hour training sessions for 
the plant staff on how to use and maintain the Electronic O&M Manual. 

 
3. Energy Control Procedures (ECPs). 

- Prepare Energy Control Procedures (ECPs) for the new equipment installed as part of 
the MWRP Biosolids and Energy Recovery Facilities Project (Biosolids Project).  The 
ECP establishes the minimum requirements for control of hazardous energy when 
maintenance or repair is performed on equipment.  The ECP is followed by plant O&M 
staff to ensure that equipment is stopped and isolated from all potential hazardous 
energy sources. 

- IRWD’s safety officers will review all ECPs before these documents are finalized. 

- IRWD has provided sample ECPs from the MWRP Phase 2 Expansion that will be used 
as a template for the biosolids project and these are included in Appendix A at the end of 
this document.  Also, IRWD has provided a list of ECPs developed for the MWRP 
Phase 2 Expansion that is to be used as a guide for a list on the Biosolids Project, also in 
Appendix A. 

- An initial meeting will be held between IRWD and the engineer to verify the format and 
procedures for preparing ECPs.  As groups of ECPs are prepared, individual review 
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meetings will be held to review that group.  A total of four (4) individual review 
meetings was assumed to establish a level of effort for this task. 

- The level of effort is based on the sample ESPs provided and the list of ECPs developed 
for this project that is included in Appendix A. 

 
4. Job Safety Analysis (JSA) Documents. 

- Prepare Job Safety Analysis (JSA) documents for the new equipment installed as part of 
the MWRP Biosolids and Energy Recovery Facilities project.  The JSA documents will 
be prepared on software titled Workplace Hazard Manager – Job Safety Management 
Tool by www.whamnet.com, or other software approved by IRWD.   

- IRWD’s safety officers will review all JSAs before these documents are finalized. 

- The Engineer will prepare a JSA for each major equipment item for the Biosolids 
Project, completing the required personal protective equipment, general notes, and job 
safety analysis section.  IRWD will then extend the JSA to any other item that is the 
same equipment, but a different equipment number.  For example, if there are three 
centrifuge feed pumps in a pumping station, the Engineer will prepare one JSA for all 
three pumps and IRWD will customize the JSA for each individual pump.  IRWD will 
complete the authorized employee information section of each JSA. 

- IRWD has provided a sample JSA from the MWRP Phase 2 Expansion that will be used 
as a template for the biosolids project and these are included in Appendix B at the end of 
this document.   

- An initial meeting will be held between IRWD and the engineer to verify the format and 
procedures for preparing JSAs.  As groups of JSAs are prepared, individual review 
meetings will be held to review that group.  A total of four (4) individual review 
meetings was assumed to establish a level of effort for this task. 

- The level of effort is based on the sample JSA provided and the example list of JSAs 
from the current Phase 2 Expansion Project that is included in Appendix B. 

 
5. Asset Management Data Collection. 

- The Engineer shall prepare a summary spreadsheet for IRWD so that the District can 
capture maintenance management data for equipment provided under the Biosoldis 
Project for use by IRWD in their existing Tabware system.  The assets to be captured in 
the summary spreadsheet are (1) all motorized equipment, (2) all valves equal to or 
greater than 4-inch diameter, and (3) all instruments.  The Engineer will prepare the 
spreadsheet, list equipment by area, provide equipment names, and compile equipment 
tag numbers.  IRWD will populate all other information in the spreadsheet. 

- IRWD will determine parent-child hierarchy, provide written procedures and guidelines, 
identify information to be gathered, and review and approve the equipment data 
spreadsheet template prior to IRWD performing the detailed data collection activities.   

- IRWD will review shop drawings, project drawings, and equipment lists to inventory 
new equipment data for the summary spreadsheet.   
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- A review meeting(s) will be held between IRWD and the Engineer’s Onsite Design 
Team Representative to discuss ongoing work by IRWD.  

- The level of effort is based on an allowance of 920 hours.  If additional support services 
are requested by IRWD, a contract variance will be implemented. 

 
E. Task 5 – Training, Commissioning and Start‐Up Services 
 
Engineer shall provide training to IRWD personnel and coordinate start-up and testing activities 
between the contractor, design team and IRWD plant staff. 
 
1. Contractor/Vendor Training & Commissioning Meetings. 

Attend five Training and Commissioning Team meetings.  Review contractor’s testing 
procedures and start up plan and provide a summary of review comments.  
 

2. Pre-startup Process Overview Training.   

The purpose of this effort will be to communicate to the plant O&M staff the following: 

- Knowledge of how the equipment and process fits into the overall plant treatment goals 
and objectives. 

- An understanding of the design intent for each unit process. 

- An appreciation for the design constraints within which the equipment must function. 

- The ability to operate the equipment in each unit process. 

- An understanding of both the field and SCADA equipment controls and the ability to 
operate both. 

 
Classroom Training Approach   

- Present process overview training in a classroom setting using a lecture format 
supplemented with figures and graphics delivered using Microsoft Power Point.  

- Research and provide a written response to questions encountered in the training that 
require further clarification by the design team. 

- The training material for each training session will consist of Power Point handouts.  

- Present the overview training prior to specific equipment training provided by 
equipment suppliers to set the foundation for an understanding of the process. 

 The overview training is not intended to provide the same level of detail that the 
equipment suppliers will provide for specific equipment under the construction 
contract.  

 The process overview training is intended to provide an explanation of how the 
various pieces of equipment are integrated together and function as a system to 
meet the process requirements.  
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Maintenance Training 

- Maintenance Training shall be conducted by the manufacturer’s training representative 
for the hardware supplied on the project as a Contractor obligation.  

 The Engineer’s Onsite Design Team Representative shall prepare class evaluations 
forms for each class.   

 The Engineer’s Onsite Design Team Representative shall attend contractor training 
classes. 

 
Pre-startup Process Overview Training Modules 

Engineer shall present the process overview training in the following five modules: 

- Anaerobic Digestion 

 FOG and Food Waste Receiving Stations 

 Acid Digesters 

 Methane Digesters 

 Digested Sludge Holding Tank 

- Biogas Management and Fuel Cell 

 Acid Gas Flare 

 Methane Gas Flare 

 Digester Gas Holding Tank 

 Digester Gas Treatment 

 Fuel Cell system 

 Biosolids Complex electrical system 

- Thickening and Dewatering 

 Primary Sludge Thickening 

 WAS and Centrate Treatment Sludge Thickening 

 Co-Thickening 

 Thickening Centrate 

 Dewatering 

 Cake Bins 

 Cake Transfer Pumps 

 Polymer bulk storage and transfer 

 Thickening polymer system 

 Dewatering polymer system 
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- Dryer and Truck Load-out 

 Dryer system 

 Exhaust system 

 Cake Load-out 

 Pellet Load-out 

- Centrate Treatment, Chemicals and Odor Control 

 Centrate equalization 

 Centrate treatment 

 Methanol storage and feed 

 Magnesium Hydroxide storage and feed 

 Ferric Chloride storage and feed 

 Struvite inhibitor storage and feed 

 Odor control scrubbers 

 Odor control chemicals 
 
Schedule 

- Engineer shall present each of the training modules approximately two weeks prior to 
actual startup of the equipment. Present each training module on the following days and 
at the following times: 

 Wednesday morning session: 8 a.m. – 11 a.m. 

 Wednesday afternoon session: 1 p.m. – 4 p.m. 

- Conduct two training sessions for each module, for a total of 10 sessions 

- Provide fifteen copies of the training materials for each of the 10 training sessions. 

- Provide written response to questions requiring further clarification by the design team. 
 

Coordination with PLC/SCADA Programmer 

- Engineer shall coordinate scheduling of the System Integrator to provide the training in 
conjunction with the overview training provided by Engineer.  

- The portion of each module pertaining to PLC/SCADA controls will be presented by the 
System Integrator for that system.  Work by the System Integrator will be covered in a 
contract with the Contractor.  

 
3. Startup Testing Coordination. 

General 

Engineer shall provide coordination between the contractor and the plant staff during startup 
of the new equipment. The Contractor’s Start-Up Manager shall ensure that the startup of 
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new equipment occurs, if and only if, the equipment and ancillary subsystems are ready to be 
placed into service.  The Contractor’s responsibilities are given in Section 01510 – Testing, 
Training, Manuals, and System Startup.  The sequence of the start-up effort is given in 
Section 01700 – Early Occupancy of Portions of the Work.  These specification sections are 
attached in Appendix D.   The Contractor’s work includes preparation of complete start-up 
plans for all equipment and systems. The secondary purpose of this task is to provide 
informal training to the plant operators during the actual unit process startup. 
 
Startup Testing and Equipment Functional Testing 

Startup testing and equipment functional testing shall be performed by the Contractor and 
shall occur prior to system operational testing and system reliability testing and will use non-
potable water to demonstrate the functionality of new equipment and controls. Engineer’s 
Onsite Design Team Representative shall provide coordination for the following components 
and unit processes: 

- FOG Receiving Station 

- Acid Digesters 

- Methane Digesters 

- Digested Sludge Holding Tank 

- Thickening Feed and Thickening Centrate Wetwells 

- Thickening Feed Pumps and Centrifuges 

- Thickened Sludge Hoppers and Digester Feed Pumps 

- Dewatering Feed Pumps and Centrifuges 

- Polymer tanks, transfer pumps and feed pumps 

- Cake Bins and Cake Transfer Pumps 

- Dewatering Centrate Equalization and Treatment 

- Chemical Storage Tanks and Transfer Pumps 
 
System Operational Testing and System Reliability Testing 

System operational testing and system reliability testing activities are the responsibility of the 
Contractor.  These activities by the Contractor result in placing the equipment into operation 
for its intended purpose and using the intended process material, i.e., primary sludge, primary 
scum, WAS, neat liquid polymer, polymer solution, ferric chloride, sodium hydroxide, etc. 

- Engineer shall provide coordination for the components and unit processes listed in the 
previous subsection.   Provide the following activities and sub-tasks: 

 Review the Contractor’s Start-Up Plan that lists specific responsibilities for the 
contractor, construction management staff, System Integrator, and plant staff. 

o Contractor shall provide the written startup plan to the District, Engineer, 
the construction management staff, System Integrator, and the plant staff 
approximately two months before startup. 
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o Engineer shall schedule and conduct a startup plan review meeting between 
the Contractor, District, Engineer, the construction management staff, 
System Integrator, and the plant staff approximately one month before 
startup. 

o Contractor shall revise the startup plan and schedule as needed based on the 
review meeting and reissue. 

 Contractor shall verify the equipment is ready for the system operational testing 
and reliability testing.  Engineer shall gather appropriate documentation from the 
Contractor verifying the test results, including: 

o The manufacturer field service forms have been completed for each piece of 
equipment. 

o All pipe pressure test and concrete water tightness tests have been 
conducted. 

o All rotating equipment has been bumped to check for proper rotation. 

o All instruments are installed, calibrated, and the calibration documentation 
has been received. 

- Engineer shall schedule and conduct a startup go/no go decision meeting between the 
contractor, the construction management staff, the System Integrator and the plant staff 
at the conclusion of the system operational testing and reliability testing. 

- Contractor, System Integrator, and Engineer shall perform the following activities 
during system operational and reliability testing: 

 Verify and document that the equipment is performing within its design 
parameters. 

 Coordinate with the Contractor, the construction management staff, the System 
Integrator and the plant staff to ensure that process material is introduced to the 
process in such a way as to not adversely impact the rest of the plant. 

 Verify and document that the controls and alarms are working in conformance 
with the control loop descriptions. 

 Verify and document the results of any testing which was deferred from the clean 
water test. 

 Identify and document any equipment or control deficiencies for resolution by 
construction management staff and the System Integrator. 

- Engineer shall conduct operator training during start-up activities on an informal basis in 
the field. The purpose of this training is to provide an opportunity to answer operator 
questions, to demonstrate (when requested) the transition from manual control to 
automatic control, and to demonstrate alternate modes of operation (when requested). 
 

4. Factory Witness Testing. 
 
The Engineer will travel to the factory to witness the following mechanical factory tests: 
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 Microturbines 
 Digester gas treatment system (DGTS) 
 Single stage blowers 
 Thickening and dewatering centrifuges 
 Odor control fans 
 Methane phase (egg shaped) digester mixers 
 Acid phase digester propeller mixers 
 Digester gas boosters (acid phase digester gas) 
 Waste gas burner 
 Heating water boilers 
 Back-up mixing pump (120 hp) 

 
5. Commissioning Services. 

General 

The Contractor responsibilities for testing, training, and equipment/system start-up are 
included in Technical Specification Section 01510 – Testing, Training, Manuals, and System 
Start-Up.  The Contractor will complete the Work in accordance with the early occupancy 
milestone dates given in the agreement for Milestone #1 through Milestone #7.  A 
description of the facilities associated with each early occupancy milestone is given in 
Technical Specification Section 01700 – Early Occupancy of Portions of Work.  A copy of 
these documents is included in Appendix D. 

Once the Contractor achieves Substantial Completion of the facilities for each early 
occupancy milestone date, the facilities will be ready for commissioning and this will be a 
joint effort between IRWD and the Engineer, as outlined below.  The Contractor will provide 
ongoing warranty services during the commissioning phase and will provide an electrical 
sub-contractor startup staff person and a system integrator staff person for the first 28 days of 
commissioning for 8 hours per day, 5 days per week, during normal IRWD operating hours.  
The Contractor will also provide ongoing support from his Start-Up Manager.  

The general responsibilities of the Engineer during commissioning are as follows: 

 Support IRWD operations staff in operation of the equipment or systems for each of 
the early occupancy milestone facilities.  IRWD will operate the facilities with input 
and operational support from the Engineer.   

 IRWD operating hours will be 24 hours per day, seven days per week; however, the 
Engineer will be on site for 8 hours per day, five days per week during the 
commissioning period.  The commissioning period varies with each early occupancy 
milestone and is defined below. 

 The Engineer will work with IRWD operations staff to demonstrate proper manual 
operation of the facilities, as appropriate, during the initial phase of commissioning. 

 The Engineer will work with IRWD operations staff to verify proper automatic 
operation of facilities over a range of conditions so that IRWD operations staff can 
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implement the lessons learned from manufacturer training and B&V process training 
and become comfortable with operating the new facilities. 

 The Engineer will note any improvements/modifications to the O&M equipment 
procedures provided by the manufacturer (manufacturer O&M) and the 
system/process procedures provided by Engineer (electronic O&M). 

 The Engineer will promptly notify the Contractor of any warranty items that need to 
be addressed by the Contractor and follow up until the issue is resolved. 

 The total commissioning level of effort for each of the early occupancy milestone 
facilities is based on the information listed below. 

 
Milestone #1 Commissioning – WAS and Primary Sludge Facilities 

 One mid-level commissioning specialist 
 40 hours of office preparation time 
 Two calendar weeks of commissioning on site 
 Eight hours per day, five days per week during normal IRWD operating hours 

 
Milestone #2 Commissioning – Sludge Thickening Facilities 

 One mid-level commissioning specialist 
 40 hours of office preparation time 
 Two calendar weeks of commissioning on site 
 Eight hours per day, five days per week during normal IRWD operating hours 

 
Milestone #3 Commissioning – FOG Receiving Station 

 One mid-level commissioning specialist 
 24 hours of office preparation time 
 One calendar week of commissioning on site 
 Eight hours per day, five days per week during normal IRWD operating hours 

 
Milestone #4 Commissioning – Anaerobic Digestion 

 One mid-level commissioning specialist 
 80 hours of office preparation time 
 Six calendar weeks of commissioning on site 
 Eight hours per day, five days per week during normal IRWD operating hours 

 
Milestone #5 Commissioning – Class B Facilities (Dewatering, Cake, and Centrate) 

 One mid-level commissioning specialist 
 80 hours of office preparation time 
 Two calendar weeks of commissioning on site 
 Eight hours per day, five days per week during normal IRQWD operating hours 
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Milestone #6 Commissioning – Microturbine Power and Gas Cleaning Facilities 

 One mid-level commissioning specialist 
 80 hours of office preparation time 
 Four calendar weeks of commissioning on site 
 Eight hours per day, five days per week during normal IRWD operating hours 

 
Milestone #7 Commissioning – Class A Facilities (Cake Conveyance, Heat Dryer, Truck 
Loading, and Cake Receiving) 

 Two  mid-level commissioning specialists and one senior commissioning specialist 
 80 hours of office preparation time 
 Four calendar weeks of commissioning on site 
 Hours per day and days per week determined by available cake solids and scheduling 

by IRWD operations staff.  Level of effort assumes 40 hours per week for each 
commissioning specialist. 

 
6. Process Optimization Services. 

General 

Upon completion of the commissioning services for each early occupancy facilities 
milestone, the engineer will provide additional process optimization support as noted below. 
 
Sludge Thickening Centrifuges 

 One senior level commissioning specialist 

 Two calendar weeks of process optimization on site 

 Assist IRWD operations staff in operation of the variable pond control device over a 
range of conditions (solids concentration variations, combined WAS/PS thickening, 
and separate WAS and PS thickening) to optimize centrifuge performance 

 Assist IRWD operations staff in operation of the polymer conditioning system over a 
range of conditions (solids concentration variations, combined WAS/PS thickening, 
and separate WAS and PS thickening) to optimize centrifuge performance and 
develop a series of operating curves that allow process decision making by IRWD 
staff 

 
Anaerobic Digestion Optimization 

 One senior level commissioning specialist 

 Six calendar weeks of process optimization consultation from the B&V office to 
review operating data and provide telephone process consultation reviewing the 
facilities below 

 Assist IRWD operations staff in operation of the acid phase digesters to optimize 
SRT and process control to achieve and maintain stable operating conditions 
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 Assist IRWD operations staff in operation of the methane phase digesters to optimize 
SRT and process control to achieve and maintain stable operating conditions 

 Assist IRWD operations staff in FOG addition to the digesters to increase digester gas 
production while maintaining stable operations 

 
Sludge Dewatering Centrifuges 

 One senior level commissioning specialist 

 Two calendar weeks of process optimization on site 

 Assist IRWD operations staff in operation of the polymer conditioning system over a 
range of conditions to optimize centrifuge performance (cake solids, capture, and 
centrate quality) and develop a series of operating curves that allow process decision 
making by IRWD staff 

 
Microturbines and Gas Cleaning Systems 

 One senior level commissioning specialist 

 Four calendar weeks of process optimization on site 

 Assist IRWD operations staff in operation of the digester gas cleaning systems to 
achieve acceptable and stable gas quality conditions upstream of the microturbines 

 Assist IRWD operations staff in operation of the natural gas/digester gas fuel 
blending system to achieve stable gas feed Btu conditions upstream of the 
microturbines 

 Assist IRWD operations staff in monitoring and control of the entire digester gas 
system, including the waste gas flare. 

 Assist IRWD operations staff in operation of the microturbines to optimize power 
production, operational efficiency, effective heat recovery, and reliable monitoring 
and control 

 
Heat Dryer System 

 One senior level commissioning specialist 

 Eight calendar weeks of process optimization on site 

 Assist IRWD operations staff in operation of the heat dryer system to establish 
optimal operations in terms of consistent, high quality pellet product and minimal 
energy usage 

 Assist IRWD operations in troubleshooting the heat dryer operation as issues arise 

 Assist IRWD operations staff in monitoring and control of the entire system for 
producing and loading pellets 
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 Assist IRWD operations staff in identifying operational procedure changes and 
document these for inclusion into the manufacturers O&M Manual and the electronic 
O&M Manual 

   
7. Air Quality Permit Support. 

The District, along with their sub-consultant Environ, is responsible for obtaining the Permit-
to-Construct from SCAQMD.  Engineer shall provide support to the District in the 
preparation of all follow-up documentation associated with the Southern California Air 
Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Permit-to-Operate for air emissions during the 
construction phase of the project.  This will include one meeting with SCAQMD, if 
necessary, for the District to conclude the Permit-to-Construct.  
 
The Engineer will assist IRWD with coordinating between the dryer vendor, emissions 
testing company and the SCAQMD so that the dryer emissions compliance tests are 
conducted in a timely manner and the required compliance notifications and reports are 
submitted in a timely fashion. Specific tasks include: 

 Review the Permit to Construct and prepare an emissions performance test 
specification document for the stack testing vendor.  

 Provide a recommendation on stack testing vendors or work with a vendor of Client’s 
choice. It is assumed that the client will independently contract with the stack testing 
company.   The specification document will also verify all the operating parameters 
required to be concurrently monitored are going to be monitored. Conduct a facility 
walk-through to verify that the dryer facility is built in accordance with the Permit to 
Construct. This also includes compliance with balance of plant processes included 
biosolids conveying, transport and storage equipment. 

 Establish a schedule based on the testing and reporting deadlines listed the permit to 
construct. 

 Review stack testing vendor’s testing protocol and provide comments. 

 Work with stack testing vendor to finalize the performance testing protocol and 
prepare a draft Site Specific Performance Test Plan for IRWD review. 

 After incorporating IRWD’s comments, prepare a final Site Specific Performance 
Test Plan for submittal to AQMD. After receiving AQMD concurrence, establish a 
mutually agreed upon emissions compliance test date and send a notification to 
AQMD. 

 Be present onsite for the performance test. One B&V engineer is assumed to be onsite 
for a period of 3 days. 

 Review draft emissions test report and provide comments to the stack testing vendor. 
Work with vendor to finalize stack testing report prior to submittal to the AQMD. 
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F. Task 6 – Post Construction Services 
 
1. Post Start-Up Services. 

- Conduct a meeting with plant staff approximately one month after startup of each 
component or system listed below.  Engineer’s budget shall be based on conducting 12 
two-hour on-site meetings with plant staff even though process areas can likely be 
combined to make the training more efficient. 

 FOG and Food Waste Receiving Stations 

 Acid Digesters 

 Methane Digesters 

 Digested Sludge Holding Tank 

 Thickening Feed and Thickening Centrate Wetwells 

 Thickening Feed Pumps and Centrifuges 

 Thickened Sludge Hoppers and Digester Feed Pumps 

 Dewatering Feed Pumps and Centrifuges 

 Polymer tanks, transfer pumps and feed pumps 

 Cake Bins and Cake Transfer Pumps 

 Dewatering Centrate Equalization and Treatment 

 Chemical Storage Tanks and Transfer Pumps 

- Document opportunities for improvements in equipment and controls or in operating 
procedures that are identified during and after startup. The outcome of the meeting will 
be a memorandum that clearly identifies any problems, provides alternative solutions for 
each problem and recommends solutions for implementation. Prepare 12 post-startup 
technical memoranda with recommendations. 

 
2. Update Electronic O&M Manual. 

Revise the Electronic O&M Manual to reflect the as-built condition of the project after 
solutions to startup problems are implemented.  
 

3. Record Drawings & Atlas Update. 

Record Drawings 

- Provide CAD generated record drawings from the contractor’s and construction 
inspectors’ “red-line” drawings.   Scope assumes that: 

  Contractor and construction inspectors fulfill responsibilities associated with red-
lining drawings throughout construction.   

 Contractor and construction inspectors’ red-lines will be contained in a single set 
of mark-ups to be provided to Engineer. 
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- Review the Contractor’s red-lines on a regular basis to ensure all contract changes are 
being incorporated into the Red-Line Drawings.  

- Provide one full-size hard copy and one electronic copy of record drawings.   

Utility Atlas 

Extend the MWRP liquid treatment process utility atlas as needed to cover the Biosolids 
treatment area.  Provide final updates to the IRWD MWRP Utility Atlas based on as-built 
conditions at the end of the project.  Updates will be based on the content in the final Record 
Drawings.   
 

4. Project Closeout. 

- At the end of the construction support services, conduct a project closeout to assemble 
all pertinent documents into the record files. The project closeout will include the 
following activities. 

 A final audit of files, calculations, and modifications to the construction 
documents to confirm that submittal reviews, RFIs and other pertinent information 
have been adequately addressed by all parties 

 Obtain pertinent files from sub-consultants and incorporate them into the master 
project file for archiving. 

 Print out final summary reports associated with the construction phase activities 
and incorporate into the master project files. 

- Backup all electronic data for archiving. 
 

III. SCHEDULE 
 

Following are the anticipated major milestone dates for the construction phase services: 
 

 Bid Opening      January 31, 2013 
 Notice of Award     April 22, 2013 
 Substantial Completion – Milestone 1  May 29, 2015 
 Substantial Completion – Milestone 2  July 13, 2015 
 Substantial Completion – Milestone 3  August 12, 2015 
 Substantial Completion – Milestone 4  December 10, 2015 
 Substantial Completion – Milestone 5  December 24, 2015 
 Substantial Completion – Milestone 6  May 23, 2016 
 Substantial Completion – Milestone 7  July 22, 2016 
 Final Completion – Entire Project   September 20, 2016 
 Complete Post Construction Services   January 20, 2017 
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IV. SERVICES OR ITEMS TO BE PROVIDED BY IRWD 
 

IRWD will provide the following services, drawings, and data: 
 

1. IRWD staff will be available to answer Engineer’s questions during all phases of the 
project and will facilitate coordination between Engineer’s staff and IRWD’s 
operations staff. 

2. IRWD will make all IRWD record drawings, reports, and related materials available to 
the Engineer. 

3. IRWD will provide the most current IRWD guidelines and standards for design and 
construction. 

4. IRWD will make all templates of the Project Manual available to the Engineer in MS 
Word format. 

5. IRWD will reproduce all documents for the bid set, conformed set, ongoing updates, 
correspondence, change orders, administration, and record documents. 

6. IRWD will act as the Construction Manager and provide onsite field engineers and 
onsite inspectors. 

7. IRWD will be responsible for all ongoing permitting activities unless noted specifically 
herein.  The Engineer will provide drawings and data to support these IRWD activities. 

8. IRWD will be responsible for all environmental filing documentation. 

9. IRWD will be responsible for all public affairs and relations effort. 
 
V. ORGANIZATION CHART 
 
The following organization chart shows the Construction Management structure for the core 
team members, excluding specialty sub-consultants. 
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Biosolids Construction Management Team

Sr. Construction Manager

Steve Malloy, PE

Project Management

Jim Clark – PM
h

Field Eng. Serv.

Billy Stewart

Field Engineer

Carl Spangenberg

Onsite Design Team 
Representative

Jon Hay

Engineering 
Support

Gregorio Estrada

Dan Buhrmaster ‐ EM

Billy Stewart Carl Spangenberg Jon Hay

Inspector No. 1

John Walker

Electrical

Chris Lum

Schedule 
Reviewer

John Rocca

Gregorio Estrada

Electrical 
Inspector

Chris Kindle

Electrical and I&C 
Consultant

Laura Thomas

Inspector No. 2

Glenn Suchor

Instrumentation/
SCADA

Dave Mazzarella
Michelle Klein

Technical Advisors

•Engineering Manager – Mark Wilson
•Civil/Site – Rich ten Bosch
•Process Design – Ed Kobylinski
•Di esters Mark Wilson & Da e Lon

I&C Inspector

Mark Zamora

Field Engineer

Ron Esmilla

Specialty Consultants

•Digesters – Mark Wilson & Dave Long
•Microturbines ‐ Pat Schlotzhauer
•Solids Handling Bldg – Bruce Chow & Mark Wilson
•Centrifuges – Dan Buhrmaster & Mark Wilson
•Heat Dryer – Webster Hoener & Mark Wilson
•Electrical – Keene Matsuda & Mike Hertzel
•I&C – Aziz Karim & Jeff Nickerson

Administration

Anita Arant

Commissioning Team

Gary Neun
Neil Massart
Jorj Long

Ari Copeland

•Structural – Mark Lowe & Thay Gopal
•Start‐up  & Training – Gary Neun & Jorj Long

IRWD Arcadis HDR B&V

Amar Al‐Zarjawi
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VI. MEETINGS 
 

A summary table of meetings and attendance of Engineer’s staff is given below. 
 

 ENGINEER ATTENDEES 
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Weekly Construction 
Progress with Contractor 
and IRWD 

 Varies
 

X 
     

Monthly Project 
Management with IRWD 

X X X  X    

Technical Meetings with 
IRWD (30) 

 Varies X Remotely     

Technical Site Visits with 
IRWD (20) 

 X X X     

Weekly I&C and System 
Integrator Meetings with 
Contractor and IRWD 
(during I&C Inspection 
period) 

 Varies X Remotely  X X Remotely

Training & 
Commissioning with 
Contractor and IRWD (5) 

 Varies X Remotely  X X X 
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VII.  SUMMARY OF DELIVERABLES 
 
A summary of the major project deliverables is given below. 
 
1. Weekly Progress Reports 
2. Monthly Status Reports 
3. Monthly Progress Payment Requests 
4. Project Guide 
5. Submittal Review Documents 
6. Responses to RFIs 
7. Technical Site Visit Meeting Minutes 
8. Schedule Review Documents 
9. Structural Observation Reports 
10. Responses to CRs and PCOs 
11. Claims Avoidance and Dispute Resolution Meeting Minutes 
12.  Weekly I&C Meeting Minutes (during I&C Inspection Period) 
13. Electrical Inspection Reports (during electrical inspection period) 
14. I&C Witness Testing Reports 
15. Mechanical Inspection Reports 
16. Electronic O&M Manual – Initial 
17. Energy Control Procedures (ECPs) 
18. Job Safety Analysis (JSA) Documents 
19. Spreadsheet Setup for Asset Management Data Collection 
20. Engineer Training Materials 
21. Post Startup Reports 
22. Electronic O&M Manual – Update 
23. Record Drawings 
24. Utility Atlas Update 
25. Project Closeout Files 
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IX.  SCHEDULE OF HOURLY RATES 
The following billing rates will apply to this project. 

 
Black & Veatch Corporation 

Schedule of Hourly Rates by Category 
Personnel Classifications 2013 Hourly Billing Rate 

Project Director/Vice President $260 - $310 
Project Manager 3 $220 - $260  
Project Manager 2 $210 - $255   
Project Manager 1 $185 - $200  
Engineer 7 $200 - $240  
Engineer 6 $185 - $210 
Engineer 5 $160 - $195 
Engineer 4 $140 - $170  
Engineer 3 $125 - $140 
Engineer 2 $115 - $125  
Engineer 1 $105 - $115  
O&M Specialist 8 $190 - $210 
O&M Specialist 7 $170 - $190 
O&M Specialist 6 $150 - $170 
O&M Specialist 5 $130 - $150 
O&M Specialist 4 $110 - $130 
O&M Specialist 3 $90 - $110 
Construction Manager 7 $200 - $220 
Construction Manager 6 $180 - $200 
Construction Manager 5 $160 - $180 
Construction Manager 4 $140 - $160 
Engineering Technician 2 $95 
Engineering Technician 3 $100 
Engineering Technician 4 $105 
Engineering Technician 5 $110 
Engineering Technician 6 $135 
Engineering Technician 7 $145 
Engineering Technician 8 $160 

Word Processing Specialist $115 
Clerical $100 
Finance $95 
Project Support Assistant $90 
Notes: 

(1) Sub consultants will be billed at cost. 
(2) Billing rates are adjusted on an annual basis to reflect salary increases. 
(3) A charge of $8.75 per billable hour is applied for basic computer charges, minor 

reproduction costs, long distance telephone charges, postal charges, local parking, local 
highway tolls, and local car mileage. 
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(4) Other Direct Charges will be billed at cost.  Allowable Other Direct Charges include the 
following: 

 Travel (transportation fares/tickets, vehicle rental & fuel, lodging, parking, and 
meals for out of town professionals). 

 Express delivery charges (courier, FEDEX/UPS/Express mail) 
 Major reproduction (photocopy, printing) of project deliverables 
 Field equipment and miscellaneous supplies 
 Temporary labor 

 
Billing rates for key Engineer staff for 2013 are given below: 

 

Black & Veatch Staff Name 
IRWD Project 
Classification 

Proposed 2013  
Billing Rate 

Jim Clark Project Director/VP $310  
Dan Buhrmaster Project Manager 3 $245  
Mark Wilson Engineer 7 $210  
Jon Hay Engineer 7 $195  
Bruce Chow Engineer 7 $225  
Rich ten Bosch Engineer 7 $220  
Aziz Karim Engineer 7 $240  
Keene Matsuda Engineer 7 $240  
Dave Long Engineer 7 $205  
Ed Kobylinski Engineer 7 $240  
Mark Lowe Engineer 6 $210  
Thay Gopal Engineer 6 $190  
Webster Hoener Engineer 6 $205  
Jeff Nickerson Engineer 5 $160  
Mike Hetzel Engineer 4 $140  
Chris Kindle Engineer 4 $170  
Pat Schlotzhauer Engineer 4 $140  
Marc Zamora Engineer 4 $170  
John Rocca Construction Manager 6 $180  
Eric Sturtz Construction Manager 4 $140  
Gary Neun O&M Specialist 8 $210  
Jorj Long O&M Specialist 7 $190  
Neil Massart O&M Specialist 6 $170  
Ari Copeland O&M Specialist 4 $125  
Amar Al-Zarjawi O&M Specialist 3 $90  
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